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4Abstract The concept of framing, experimental evidence supporting framing
5effects, and models and theories of decision-making sensitive to framing play
6important roles in policy analysis. First, they are used to caution about various
7elements of uncertainty that are introduced through framing into policy interven-
8tions. Second, framing is often referred to in order to justify certain policy inter-
9ventions, as framing effects are often seen as sources of irrationality in need of
10correction. Third, framing effects are often used as instruments for policy-making,
11as they are seen as effective ways to influence behaviour. This review discusses the
12different concepts of framing, surveys some of the experimental evidence,
13described the dominant descriptive theories and the main attempts to assess the
14rationality or irrationality of behaviour sensitive to framing in order to clarify how
15exactly framing is relevant for policy making.
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191 Introduction

20There are usually many different ways in which we can frame a decision. This
21chapter clarifies what is meant by framing, why it is important for decision-making
22and how we can argue rationally about the choice of frames. Specifically, I briefly
23survey the history of the technical term in psychology (Sect. 2) and then illustrate
24the use of the term at the hand of various experimental studies in psychology and
25economics (Sect. 3). Sections 4 and 5 survey attempts to produce descriptively
26adequate accounts of the thus elicited phenomena, in terms of mechanistic models
27and more abstract theory, respectively. Section 6 focuses on the philosophical
28discussion to what extent framing phenomena are irrational, and why they should
29or should not be. Section 7 discusses some normative theories of framing, which
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30 seek to provide some room for rational choice being influenced by frames, and at
31 the same time impose constraints on what “rationally framed” decisions could
32 be. Section 8, finally, addresses how the scientific discussion of framing has led
33 to different policy proposals how to mitigate framing effects, and how framing
34 effects should be used to influence people’s decision.
35 Framing relates to uncertainty in multiple ways. First, the effect of framing on
36 decisions is often observed in contexts involving uncertainty. For example, it
37 matters sometimes whether an uncertain outcome is differentiated into some very
38 unlikely events and some more likely outcomes, or whether this outcome is
39 described as one bundle with a mean probability of all its events. Second, frames
40 also create uncertainty, for example with respect to an individual’s preferences. If
41 an agent changes preferences over options under seemly irrelevant changes of the
42 framing, the uncertainty about that individual’s preferences (their authenticity, or
43 their relevance for welfare properties) increases. Furthermore, the fact that frames
44 affect decisions also creates uncertainty about the rationality of these decisions:
45 they might be unduly influenced by these frames, and alternative ways how to arrive
46 at these decisions might be required instead. Overall, these considerations provide
47 arguments against an algorithmic perspective on decision-making (see Hansson and
48 Hirsch Hadorn 2016). Such an algorithmic perspective claims that with sufficient
49 information, decision-making consists in the application of a fully specified proce-
50 dure (an algorithm), which yields an unambiguous outcome. Contrary to that,
51 framing yields uncertainties that limit the straightforward application of algorithms.
52 Furthermore, deliberation requires reconstruction and analysis of different framings
53 of a decision problem, and this is a task of argumentative methods, not mere
54 application of algorithms (see Brun and Betz 2016). Hence, considerations of
55 framing support the argumentative turn of policymaking.

56 2 History and Taxonomy of the Term “Framing”

57 In the context of decision theory, Tversky and Kahneman (1981) were the first to
58 propose the term “framing”. They define a “decision frame” as:

59 the decision maker’s conception of the acts, outcomes, and contingencies associated with a
60 particular choice. . .controlled partly by the formulation of the problem, and partly by the
61 norms, habits, and personal characteristics of the decision maker. (Tversky and Kahneman
62 1981:453)

63 Crucial for the understanding of decision framing is the claim that one and the
64 same element of a decision problem, when considered from different frames, might
65 appear in different ways, and these appearances might be decision-relevant. For
66 example, a glass can be described either as half-full or as half-empty, and people
67 might consider these two descriptions of the same outcome as the descriptions of
68 two different outcomes. Similarly, a body movement like forming a fist can be
69 described a single act, or as the sequence of movements that constitute that act.
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70Finally, the relevant future states of the world can be described in more or less
71detail. When describing tomorrow’s possible states of the weather, for example, I
72might distinguish (i) only “sunshine” or “no sunshine” or I might distinguish
73(ii) “sunshine”, “clouds”, “rain”, or “snow”. Framing in the wide sense refers to
74the fact that in order to analyse a decision, one always needs to delineate a decision
75problem or embed it in a particular context (see Doorn 2016; Elliott 2016;
76Grunwald 2016). This is of course related to a more general attitude towards or
77thinking about the world (e.g. Goffman 1974), as for example expressed in various
78forms of discourse analysis. Framing in the narrower sense only concerns how the
79conception (description and structuring) of the specific decision problem has an
80effect on decision-making. Of course, because this effect is often not known in
81advance, the wide and the narrow notion of framing are sometimes not clearly
82separated.
83To distinguish framing with respect to what is framed, Tversky and Kahneman
84(1981) characterize three kinds of framing:

85(A) framing of outcomes,
86(B) framing of acts, and
87(C) framing of contingencies.

88Of these three types, framing of outcomes has received most attention in the
89literature and is the form most closely associated with the term “framing.” As in the
90glass half-full/half-empty example, outcome framing is typically taken to affect the
91decision maker’s evaluation of the outcome. Therefore, this type is also known as
92“valence framing” (Levin et al. 1998), which often is differentiated into three
93sub-types:

94(A1) risky choice framing
95(A2) attribute framing
96(A3) goal framing

97Risky choice framing is performed by re-describing the consequences of risky
98prospects, for example by re-describing a 70 % post-surgery survival chance as a
9930 % chance of dying from this surgery. Tversky and Kahneman seem to be the
100first to describe this type. Attribute framing is achieved by re-describing one
101attribute of the objects to be evaluated, for example by re-describing a glass that
102is half-full as a glass that is half-empty. This type of framing has been investi-
103gated before Tversky and Kahneman, for example by Thaler (1980). Goal
104framing, finally, consists not in a re-description of the outcome directly, but
105rather in a re-description of the goal by which outcomes are evaluated. For
106example, one can evaluate monetary outcomes of one’s acts either with the
107goal of “maximizing wealth” or with the goal of “avoiding any unnecessary
108losses”. A re-description is different from a revision of the goal (see Edvardsson
109Bj€ornberg 2016).
110The types of framing discussed so far all concern the conception of a decision
111problem “controlled . . . by the formulation of the problem”, as Tversky and
112Kahneman put it in the above quotation. Here framing is constituted by the
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113 description or re-description of elements of a decision problem. Partly because this
114 description-factor can be experimentally manipulated with relative ease, most of
115 the literature has focused on these types (as will become clear in the description of
116 the different experimental designs used). However, framing is not restricted to this,
117 as Tversky and Kahneman themselves acknowledge: framing is affected “partly by
118 the norms, habits, and personal characteristics of the decision maker” (ibid.).
119 Kühberger (1998) stresses this aspect of framing when he distinguishes between a
120 “strict” and in a “loose” sense of the framing concept. The strict sense corresponds
121 to those types of framing that are affected by redescription. The loose definition,
122 however,

123 refers to framing as an internal event that can be induced not only by semantic manipula-
124 tions but may result also from other contextual features of a situation and from individual
125 factors, provided that problems are equivalent from the perspective of economic theory.
126 Describing equivalent dilemmata as a give-some vs. as a take-some dilemma is an example
127 of this type of framing. (Kühberger 1998:24)

128 This introduces elements of the wide sense of framing back into the picture: any
129 delineation and structuring of the decision problem might have an effect on
130 decision-making, even if these are hard to categorise with the tools of decision
131 theory. Unsurprisingly, such cases have been far less discussed in the literature. The
132 following taxonomy therefore cannot be considered comprehensive. Nevertheless,
133 the following distinctions might be useful:

134 (D) Procedural framing
135 (E) Ethically loaded frames
136 (F) Temporal frames

137 Gold and List (2004) argue that the ways how mental attitudes are elicited or
138 measured constitutes procedural framing. For example, Lichtenstein and Slovic
139 (1971) devised different ways how to elicit people’s preferences over the same
140 prospects. They found that the elicited preferences strongly depended on the
141 elicitation procedure, up to the point where the differently elicited preferences
142 over the same prospects became inconsistent. Gold and List therefore argue that
143 such elicitation procedures constitute a kind of framing.
144 In social dilemma and coordination games, Bacharach et al. (2006) identify
145 different ethically loaded frames that a player may adopt, namely the I-frame and
146 the we-frame. Standard game theory implicitly assumes that a player in cases like
147 the Prisoners’ Dilemma always adopts an I-frame (asking “What should I do?”),
148 leading to the dominant reasoning (“whatever others do, I will be better off
149 defecting”). But she could be adopting, argue Bacharach et al. (2006), a
150 we-frame (asking “What should we do?”). Players who adopted a we-frame will
151 choose to cooperate in social dilemmas, as this contributes to the strategy profile
152 that maximizes the group’s payoff. Bacharach explicitly calls such cases “framing”;
153 research on these phenomena, however predates the framing terminology
154 (e.g. Evans and Crumbaugh 1966). Some authors seek to subsume ethically loaded
155 frames under goal framing (Levin et al. 1998:168).
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156Tversky and Kahneman (1981) briefly mention another kind of framing, namely
157the changing of temporal perspectives.

158The metaphor of changing perspective can be applied to other phenomena of choice, in
159addition to the framing effects with which we have been concerned here. The problem of
160self-control is naturally construed in these terms. . ..an action taken in the present renders
161inoperative an anticipated future preference. An unusual feature of the problem of
162intertemporal conflict is that the agent who views a problem from a particular temporal
163perspective is also aware of the conflicting views that future perspectives will offer.
164(Tversky and Kahneman 1981:457)

165In cases of intertemporal conflict – for example doing things now or later – a
166decision maker can assume the perspectives of her different temporal selves.
167Assuming today’s perspective will let the decision maker decide according to her
168current preferences, while assuming her future self’s perspective will give her
169future preferences an influence (see Hirsch Hadorn 2016; M€oller 2016). Tversky
170and Kahneman seem to suggest that these perspectives correspond to different
171temporal frames, although this language has not been widely adopted in the
172literature.
173Clearly, other applications of framing in this loose sense are possible, but
174because they are not widespread in the literature, I will not discuss them here.
175Instead, I will briefly sketch three motivations that led Tversky and Kahneman to
176introduce the concept, and that contributed to its pervasive adoption in the
177literature.
178First, before the presentation of the framing concept in 1981, Tversky and
179Kahneman had developed a new research paradigm in psychology, that sought to
180document systematic deviations of experimental subjects from the prediction of the
181standard rational choice model (Heukelom 2014). The experimental elicitation of
182framing phenomena stands in this tradition, as standard rational choice models
183descriptively and normatively assume that people’s decisions are invariant under
184alternative descriptions of the same decision elements (I will discuss the normative
185assumption of these standard models for randomized controlled trials (RCTs) more
186in Sect. 6). As part of this broader research effort, other researchers experimentally
187investigated behaviour that conceptually is very close to framing, although they did
188not use this terminology (e.g.; Thaler 1980; Lichtenstein and Slovic 1971).
189Second, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) famously proposed “prospect theory” in
190order to model the systematic deviations that they and other researchers had
191elicited. Although there is no terminological reference to framing in prospect
192theory, the theory relies on evidence that conceptually is very close to cases of
193valence framing. Unsurprisingly, Tversky and Kahneman (1981) then propose
194prospect theory as an explanation of the framing effects they describe.
195Third, many researchers who seized on the framing concept, including Tversky
196and Kahneman, claim it as a model for understanding anomalous economic phe-
197nomena in the real world that cannot be explained with standard economic models.
198Kahneman and Tversky (1984:347), for example, claim that framing is the factor
199underlying the observation “that the standard deviation of the prices that different
200stores in a city quote for the same product is roughly proportional to the average
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201 price of that product (Pratt et al. 1979).” Bacharach (2001:4) argues that framing
202 lies at the bottom of the “Money illusion”, and Kahneman and Tversky (1984:349)
203 argue that observations of inconsistent choices of gambles and insurance policies
204 (as described e.g. by Hershey and Schoemaker 1980) are driven by framing.
205 To conclude this section, I would like to point out a certain tension in the
206 research on framing. On the one hand, sustained research activity has produced a
207 manifold of experimental designs (surveyed in Sect. 3) and mechanistic models
208 (Sect. 4). These findings correspond well with the multitude of framing concepts
209 that I discussed in this section, and which seem to suggest that framing should not
210 be treated as a very unified concept. On the other hand, however, the continued use
211 of the term ‘framing’ for all these seemingly diverse concepts suggests that its users
212 see a deeper unity in the concept of framing. On an abstract level, all these concepts
213 are seen as closely interlinked. As Bacharach put it: “A frame is the set of concepts
214 or predicates an agent uses in thinking about the world. . . One does not just see, but
215 one sees as” (Bacharach 2001:1). This has given rise to a tendency to seek unified
216 theories of framing (as discussed in Sects. 5 and 7) and derive general claims about
217 when framing effects justify policy interventions or which framing effects can be
218 exploited for policy purposes. One of the purposes of this review is to represent this
219 tension and its determinants appropriately, which hopefully might contribute to its
220 solution.

221 3 Experimental Elicitation of Framing Phenomena

222 Framing is fundamentally an experimentally identified phenomenon. Only the
223 presentation of re-described acts, states or outcomes under highly controlled con-
224 ditions have yielded behavioural evidence for the systematic deviation from stan-
225 dard RCT models. Because of this strong dependence on experiments,
226 understanding the concept (or the concepts) of framing requires looking into the
227 details of the experiments that elicited this behavioural evidence.
228 Many hundreds of experimental studies on framing have been published since
229 1981. It is not the purpose of this section to provide a systematic review of these.
230 The interested reader might instead consult extant reviews (Levin et al. 1998) and
231 meta-analyses (Gallagher and Updegraff 2012; Gambara and Pinon 2005;
232 Kühberger 1998). The overall tenor of these is that the framing effect is a robust
233 phenomenon:

234 A meta-analysis of 136 research reports yielded 230 single effect sizes, which, overall,
235 corroborated the framing effect. (Kühberger 1998:47)

236 Yet this conclusion disguises an important heterogeneity. Not only do such
237 meta-analyses draw on substantially different experimental designs, they also
238 disclose a heterogeneity of effect sizes, depending on the respective experimental
239 designs. I will come back to this at the end of this section. First, I will describe some
240 experiment types, in order to make obvious the heterogeneity in design.
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241Tversky and Kahneman’s (1981) “Asian disease problem” is clearly the proto-
242typical and most-cited example of a framing experiment. They presented two
243separate groups of experimental subjects with one of the following decision prob-
244lems. Number of participants and response frequencies are described in rectangular
245brackets (Tversky and Kahneman 1981:453):

246Problem 1 [N¼ 152]: Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual
247Asian disease, which is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat
248the disease have been proposed. Assume that the exact scientific estimate of the conse-
249quences of the programs are as follows:

250• If Program A is adopted, 200 people will be saved [72 percent]
251• If Program B is adopted, there is 1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved, and 2/3
252probability that no people will be saved. [28 percent]

253Which of the two programs would you favor?
254Problem 2 [N¼ 155]:

255• If Program C is adopted 400 people will die. [22 percent]
256• If Program D is adopted there is 1/3 probability that nobody will die, and 2/3 probability
257that 600 people will die. [78 percent]

258Which of the two programs would you favor?

259The experiment poses two discrete choices between a risky and a riskless option
260of equal expected value. In one problem, the options are described in positive terms
261(i.e., lives saved); in the other in negative terms (i.e., lives lost). Because the
262experimental manipulation consists in a re-description of a consequence of a
263risky choice, this is a framing of type (A1), as described in the previous section.
264Tversky and Kahneman observed a “choice reversal,” where the majority of
265subjects who were given the positively framed problem chose the option with the
266certain outcome, whereas the majority of subjects who were given the negatively
267framed problem chose the risky option.
268Despite its prototypical status, following framing experiments have often devi-
269ated substantially from the Asian disease design. This has led some authors to
270question whether these experiments provide evidence for the same phenomenon:

271many recent studies of valence framing effects have deviated greatly from the operational
272definitions and theoretical concepts used in the original studies, thus stretching the limits of
273Kahneman and Tversky’s initial theoretical accounts. (Levin et al. 1998:151)
274Diverse operational, methodical and task-specific features make the body of data
275heterogeneous to a degree that makes it impossible to speak of ‘the framing effect.’
276(Kühberger 1998:43)

277To make these worries more salient, let me summarize some of the main
278differences in experimental designs (in this I largely follow Kühberger
2791998:32–33). The first difference concerns the nature of the options. In some
280experimental designs, one option is riskless and the other is risky – for example
281in the Asian disease design described above. In others, both options are risky, as
282for examples when subjects are asked to choose between therapies that are risky
283to different degrees. The second difference concerns the degree of partitioning of
284risky option. In many designs, each risky option only consists of a dual partition,
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285 with an event either occurring or not occurring. In other designs, for example
286 bargaining tasks, options might be partitioned more finely. A third difference
287 concerns the nature of the framing manipulation. Framing can be manipulated
288 either by explicit labelling (e.g. “win” vs. “loose”; “gain” v. “pay”) or by
289 implicitly describing the task in value-relevant ways (e.g. by describing a
290 situation either as a commons-dilemma or a public goods problem). A fourth
291 difference concerns the subjects’ responses: they might be asked to choose
292 between options, as in the Asian disease design, or only to rank the different
293 options. A fifth difference between designs concerns the comparison of choices:
294 are choices of the same person in the two different situations compared, or are
295 the compared choices those of different people (as in the Asian disease prob-
296 lem)? Finally, designs vary in the domain of their choices, involving either
297 economic, social, medical or gambling decisions. Thus, the design of experi-
298 ments that all are supposed to provide evidence for or against framing effects
299 substantially differs.
300 Furthermore, framing phenomena have also been elicited in inferential tasks,
301 which do not involve the choice between acts, but rather the choice of theoretical
302 conclusions. Many studies in this area have concluded that laypeople and pro-
303 fessionals alike (see Koehler 1996; Berwick et al. 1981) make poor diagnostic
304 inferences on the basis of statistical information. In particular, their statistical
305 inferences do not follow Bayes’ theorem—a finding that prompted Kahneman
306 and Tversky (1972:450) to conclude: “In his evaluation of evidence, man is
307 apparently not a conservative Bayesian: he is not Bayesian at all.” The studies
308 from which this and similar conclusions were drawn presented information in the
309 form of probabilities and percentages. From a mathematical viewpoint, it is irrel-
310 evant whether statistical information is presented in probabilities, percentages,
311 absolute frequencies, or some other form, because these different representations
312 can be mapped onto one another in a one-to-one fashion. Seen from a psychological
313 viewpoint, however, as the proponents of the boost approach have argued, repre-
314 sentation does matter: Some representations make people more competent to reason
315 in a Bayesian way in the absence of any explicit instruction (Hoffrage et al. 2000;
316 Gigerenzer and Hoffrage 1995).
317 That the experimental designs for the elicitation of framing differ substantially
318 perhaps would not be a problem if these designs all yielded comparable effects –
319 indeed, such a result would even support the robustness of the framing effect.
320 Unfortunately, this does not seem to be the case. Rather, effect sizes obtained
321 from different experimental designs systematically differ:

322 The more experiments differ from the original Asian disease problem, the lesser the
323 reference point effect. . .. Overall, 4 of 10 procedural designs are ineffective: the Clinical
324 reasoning design is ineffective, and, to make things worse, is used relatively frequently.
325 Further ineffective designs are Escalation of commitment, Message compliance, and
326 Evaluation of objects. (Kühberger 1998:45)
327 the likelihood of obtaining choice reversals was directly related to the similarity
328 between features of a given study and features of Tversky and Kahneman’s (1981) original
329 ‘Asian disease problem.’ (Levin et al. 1998:157)
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330This of course does not invalidate the framing concept altogether, but it
331should caution against its context-free use: the phenomenon of framing in
332some important way depends on the design of the manipulation and the environ-
333ment in which it is elicited. Because the determining factors of this elicitation are
334not yet fully understood, it is difficult to extrapolate from the laboratory condi-
335tions to other contexts. To progress in this matter would require knowing more
336about the underlying mechanisms through which these environmental factors
337influence framing (Grüne-Yanoff 2015). I will discuss this topic in the next
338section.

3394 Possible Mechanisms of Framing

340Evidence for framing phenomena typically comes in the form of effect sizes – a
341qualitative measure of the correlation between framing manipulation and
342behavioural changes. These relations are captured by some of the theories discussed
343in Sect. 5. What remains often opaque is the process through which the framing
344produces the change.

345Cognitive processes are another stepchild of framing research. Taken the effect for granted
346(what can safely be assumed), we would be well advised to probe for the cognitive
347processes and structures that are responsible for it. (Kühberger 1998:47)

348This is of particular relevance given the heterogeneity of effect sizes and their
349seeming dependence on experimental design. One possible explanation for this
350dependence is that different framing manipulations in different circumstances
351trigger different cognitive mechanisms, which then consequently produce different
352effects and different effect sizes.
353There is very little research on the cognitive mechanisms underlying framing.
354Mechanisms typically only appear as mere speculations and ad-hoc how-possibly
355explanations of observed phenomena. Nevertheless, it is informative to discuss
356some of these speculations in order to gain an understanding of their diversity.
357For the framing of outcomes, for example, Tversky and Kahneman propose
358contextual referencing as a cognitive mechanism:

359There are situations, however, in which the outcomes of an act affect the balance in an
360account that was previously set up by a related act. In these cases, the decision at hand may
361be evaluated in terms of a more inclusive account, as in the case of the bettor who views the
362last race in the context of earlier losses. (Tversky and Kahneman 1981:457)

363For the framing of contingencies, multiple cognitive processes have been pro-
364posed. For example, Tversky and Kahneman (1981) propose a pseudocertainty
365effect, which consist of an illusionary of certainty. Options that are certain, they
366suggest, are preferred to options that are uncertain. If now an uncertain option is
367divided into two sequential steps, one of which incorporates all uncertainty, then the
368decision maker might take the appearance of certainty from the second step as
369relevant for the whole option, and prefer it as if it were certain.
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370 Another possible cognitive mechanism behind the framing of contingencies
371 might be limited imagination:

372 the fundamental problem of probability assessment [is perhaps] the need to consider
373 unavailable possibilities. . .People. . .cannot be expected. . .to generate all relevant future
374 scenarios. Tversky and Koehler (1994:565)

375 That is, because people are unable to imagine relevant possible scenarios, they
376 do not partition contingencies finely enough. But when they are given such scenar-
377 ios from external sources, they incorporate them into the decision problem and
378 decide accordingly, thus leading to framing effects.
379 A further possible cognitive mechanism behind the framing of contingencies
380 might be limited memory. Even if they have already heard about possible contin-
381 gencies, they might have forgotten about them again. Provision of more detailed
382 descriptions then might help in remembering such contingencies (and their rele-
383 vance), leading to framing effects.
384 Yet another possible mechanism of framing effects is that different descriptions
385 alter the salience of events. For example, by re-describing a week either as a single
386 event or as a sequence of 7 days, Fox and Rottenstreich (2003) elicited substantially
387 different answers from subjects asked to report the probability that Sunday would
388 be the hottest day of the coming week. In such cases, descriptions produce framing
389 effects without fostering imagination or recall.

390 5 Descriptive Theories of Framing

391 Despite the diversity in concepts, elicitations and mechanisms of framing,
392 various general theories of behaviour have been proposed that claim to ade-
393 quately describe the framing phenomenon. None of these theories have mecha-
394 nistic or procedural content; rather, they aim to capture the systematic
395 relationship between framing manipulation and behavioural changes only. This
396 section briefly reviews four such attempts, namely Prospect Theory, Cumulative
397 Prospect Theory, Support Theory and Partition-dependent Expected Utility The-
398 ory. Notably, these theories seek to describe actual behaviour, influence,
399 amongst other factors, by framing, while refraining to judge whether this behav-
400 iour is rational or not.
401 Prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) describes behaviour as
402 influenced by the decision maker’s evaluation that is generated relative to a
403 certain reference point. The theory proposes a two-step decision process: in the
404 editing phase, a reference point is set. In the evaluation phase, outcomes are
405 evaluated either as gains or losses, relative to the set reference point. Specifically,
406 people evaluate gains (i.e. outcomes above the reference point) differently than
407 losses (i.e. outcomes below the reference point) and care generally more about
408 potential losses than potential gains. Prospect theory predates the explicit concep-
409 tualization of framing, but it clearly captures its main idea: namely, that the
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410presentation of the outcomes of a decision problem systematically influences the
411decision maker’s choice. That the glass is half-full rather than half-empty makes
412sense only against changing reference points – people consider it half-empty if
413their reference point was (the expectation of) a full glass, while they consider it
414half-full if their reference point was an empty glass. Similar with outcomes of
415medical interventions that are described either as a chance of death or of survival
416– people will focus more on the chance of death caused by a medical intervention
417if their reference point is the certain expectation of surviving, while they focus
418more on the chance of survival if their reference point is the certain expectation of
419dying.
420In 1992, Tversky and Kahneman proposed a new theory, cumulative prospect
421theory, replacing the 1979 approach. In the new model, the editing phase of
422prospect theory was renamed “framing phase” (Tversky and Kahneman 1992).
423Furthermore, people tend to overweight extreme yet unlikely events, but under-
424weight “average” events. The main difference to Prospect Theory is that cumulative
425probabilities are transformed, rather than the probabilities themselves. Cumulative
426prospect theory, with the new framing phase and the focus on cumulative proba-
427bilities, no longer implies violation of stochastic dominance and makes the gener-
428alization to arbitrary outcome distributions easier. It is therefore on theoretical
429grounds an improvement over Prospect Theory.
430While the above versions of prospect theory describe evaluations of outcomes
431as dependent on reference points, hence focusing on framing of outcomes, the
432following theories focus on the framing of contingencies and acts. Tversky and
433Koehler’s (1994) support theory describes how probability judgments are affected
434by whether propositions are presented as explicit or implicit disjunctions. For
435example, subjects are asked to judge how probable it is that a randomly selected
436person “will die from an accident”. Subjects tend to give a lower probability to this
437implicit conjunction, than they give to an explicit conjunction consisting of “a
438randomly selected person will die from a car crash”, “. . . a plane crash”, “. . .a
439fire”, “. . . drowning”, etc. Support theory accounts for this phenomenon by
440describing agents as assigning subjective probability to hypotheses. Subjective
441probability increases as hypotheses are “unpacked” into more explicit disjunc-
442tions. Specifically, while probabilities are complementary in the binary case, they
443are subadditive in the general case.
444Ahn and Ergin’s (2010) partition-dependent expected utility theory allows
445discriminating between different presentations of the same act. Starting from the
446standard subjective model of decision-making under uncertainty, they distinguish
447different expressions for an act as distinct choice objects. Specifically, lists of
448contingencies with associated outcomes are taken as the primitive objects of choice.
449Choices over lists are represented by a family of preferences, where each preference
450is indexed by a partition of the state space. The respective partitions are interpreted
451as descriptions of the different events.
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452 6 Normative Assessment of Framing

453 The concept of framing is inextricably linked to normative judgment. Tversky and
454 Kahneman argued that framing leads to preference reversals, violating consistency
455 requirements of standard decision theory:

456 we describe decision problems in which people systematically violate the requirements of
457 consistency and coherence (Tversky and Kahneman 1981:453)

458 Upon closer inspection, however, it isn’t entirely obvious which consistency
459 requirements of standard decision theory framing supposedly violates. None of the
460 axiomatisations of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944), Savage (1954),
461 Anscombe and Aumann (1963) or Jeffrey (1963) contain any explicitly formulated
462 axiom that the standard framing cases would violate.1

463 Instead, the formulation of the framing effect led to the explicit formulation of a
464 rationality axiom that previously had been implicitly assumed. This requirement
465 has been variably called the principle of invariance or the principle of extension-
466 ality. Kahneman and Tversky formulate it thus:

467 Invariance requires that the preference order between prospects should not depend on the
468 manner in which they are described. In particular, two versions of a choice problem that are
469 recognized to be equivalent when shown together should elicit the same preference even
470 when shown separately. (Kahneman and Tversky 1984:343)

471 Arrow formulated the principle of extensionality thus:

472 A fundamental element of rationality, so elementary that we hardly notice it, is, in
473 logicians’ language, its extensionality. The chosen element depends on the opportunity
474 set from which the choice is to be made, independently of how that set is described (Arrow
475 1982:6)

476 Arrow makes explicit reference to extensionality as a principle of logic. In logic,
477 the principle of extensionality requires of two formulas that have the same truth-
478 value under any truth assignment to be mutually substitutable salva veritate in a
479 sentence that contains one of these formulas. Thus, “the glass is half-full” and “the
480 glass is half-empty” have the same truth-value in all possible worlds, because they
481 refer to the same fact of the matter. An agent whose choice is affected by how this
482 same fact is described violates extensionality. In the following discussion, I will
483 reserve extensionality as the principle based on logical equivalence in this sense; it
484 is determined by the semantic characteristics of the explicit formulations only. In
485 contrast, I will be using invariance for the principle based on non-logical versions

1A qualification is necessary here. Kahneman and Tversky for example argue that specific kinds of
act-framing violate the principle of dominance: “the susceptibility to framing and the S-shaped
value function produce a violation of dominance in a set of concurrent decisions” (Kahneman and
Tversky 1984:344). Clearly, dominance is an explicitly formulated requirement in these standard
axiomatisations. However, because only special cases of framing violate dominance, and because
the normative judgment apparently goes beyond these cases, it cannot be dominance violation that
lies at the basis of judging framing to be irrational.
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486of equivalence; it is determined by implicit suggestions, that trigger pragmatic
487inferences, e.g. on expectations. So, two different formulations are invariant, if
488they implicitly suggest the same pragmatic inferences.
489Thus defined, the two principles differ substantially: two descriptions might be
490semantically identical and yet differ pragmatically – I will discuss an example later
491in this section. However, two descriptions might be pragmatically identical and yet
492differ semantically – for example when the semantic differences are pragmatically
493irrelevant. That this distinction is relevant will (hopefully) become clear in this
494section. Unfortunately, the distinction isn’t always so clear in the literature.
495Because the extensionality principle is the much clearer concept, I will discuss its
496relation to rationality first, and then focus on the invariance principle later.
497Tversky and Kahneman (1986) considered invariance (here understood as
498extensionality) as a tacit axiom of rationality:

499This principle of invariance is so basic that it is tacitly assumed in the characterization of
500options rather than explicitly stated as a testable axiom. (Tversky and Kahneman 1986:
501S253)

502Indeed, it has been formally shown recently that Jeffrey-Bolker decision theory
503(Jeffrey 1963) contains extensionality as an implicit axiom (Bourgeois-Gironde and
504Giraud 2009:391). For explicit formulations of this axiom, see e.g. Rubinstein
505(2000), and Le Menestreland and Van Wassenhove (2001).
506Given the either implicit or explicit assumption of extensionality in most
507accepted normative decision theories, framing phenomena seem to be clear viola-
508tions of rationality:

509The failure of invariance is both pervasive and robust. It is as common among sophisticated
510respondents as among naive ones, and it is not eliminated even when the same respondents
511answer both questions within a few minutes. . . .In their stubborn appeal, framing effects
512resemble perceptual illusions more than computational errors. . .. The moral of these results
513is disturbing: Invariance is normatively essential, intuitively compelling, and psychologi-
514cally unfeasible. (Kahneman and Tversky 1984:343–4)

515Those, like Tversky and Kahneman, who consider the extensionality norma-
516tively necessary, but who see its violation as pervasive, distinguish between nor-
517matively valid theories of decision making – which adhere to the invariance
518principle – and descriptively adequate theories of decision making – which describe
519the ways how people systematically violate extensionality. Theories of the first kind
520include von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944), Savage (1954), Anscombe and
521Aumann (1963) or Jeffrey (1963), while theories of the second kind were described
522in Sect. 5.
523However, is the principle of extensionality really a defensible rationality require-
524ment? This question really has two parts. The first concerns extensionality as a
525requirement for full rationality. The second concerns whether some violations are
526compatiblewith a normatively valid model of bounded rationality. In the remainder
527of this section, I will discuss some criticisms of the validity of extensionality as a
528requirement of full rationality. In the next section, I will review some normative
529theories of bounded rationality that allow limited violations of invariance.
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530 Tversky and Kahneman early on acknowledged that cognitive effort consider-
531 ations might mitigate the irrationality of framing effects:

532 These observations do not imply that preference reversals [arising from framing] are
533 necessarily irrational. Like other intellectual limitations, discussed by Simon under the
534 heading of ‘bounded rationality,’ the practice of acting on the most readily available frame
535 can sometimes be justified by reference to the mental effort required to explore alternative
536 frames and avoid potential inconsistencies. (Tversky and Kahneman 1981:458)

537 However, this argument relies on a contested narrow interpretation of Simon’s
538 concept of bounded rationality (Gigerenzer and Brighton 2009). Tversky and
539 Kahneman in the above quote clearly consider the validity of bounded rationality
540 models to depend on an accuracy-cost trade-off: not-too-catastrophic inconsis-
541 tencies are justifiable if the costs of avoiding them would be unreasonably high.
542 In contrast, Gigerenzer and Brighton argue that the validity of bounded rationality
543 models depends on the reliability of the models in performing well for their
544 designated tasks in the designated environments.
545 In the context of framing, we find such arguments at various places. For
546 example, Sher and McKenzie (2006) argue that the framing of an outcome encodes
547 relevant additional information, which most people intuitively understand. They
548 show experimentally that subjects systematically distinguish between “half-full”
549 and “half-empty” glasses. A full glass of water (A) and an empty one (B) are put on
550 the table. The experimenter asks the participant to pour half of the water into the
551 other glass, and then to place the “half-empty glass” at the edge of the table. Most
552 people choose glass A, the previously full glass.
553 Such violations of extensionality are rational responses when the goal is e.g. to
554 avoid regret, because the different descriptions of the same fact might convey
555 different information about the expectations of the chooser. In the glass example,
556 if the glass was originally full, the resultant regret from obtaining one-half the water
557 is different from the case where the glass was originally empty. Note that
558 distinguishing between “half-full” and “half-empty” glasses violates extensionality,
559 because the semantic properties of any sentence remains unaffected when one
560 replaces one formulation with the other. Instead, the relevant information is
561 obtained through pragmatic inferences, not logical ones.
562 Such pragmatic inferences often depend on surprising detail. For example, it
563 seems that incomplete specifications are often interpreted as implicit recommen-
564 dations. In the Asian disease case, described in Sect. 3, the riskless options are not
565 fully specified, stressing only the amount of survivors or fatalities, respectively.
566 When researchers completely specified the riskless options, the framing effect in
567 the Asian disease problem disappeared (Mandel 2001; Kühberger 1995). If subjects
568 interpret incomplete specification as implicit recommendations, then again, it is
569 perfectly rational for them to take this additional information into account.
570 Another argument against the necessity of extensionality as a rationality crite-
571 rion comes from the observation of people’s ability to solve coordination problems
572 by exploiting ‘focal points’. Bacharach (2001) provides a game-theoretic analysis
573 of such coordination problems, in which players have to coordinate on one out of
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574many possible equilibria. This, Bacharach argues, depends on players being able to
575identify one strategy profile as ‘focal’. In a problem where to meet in a big town,
576such a focal point might be the most notable monument of that town; in a problem
577when to simultaneously perform a certain action, such a focal point might be 12’o
578clock at noon; in a problem to independently choose the same number between
5790 and 100, such a focal point might be 0, or 50, or 100. It is an empirical fact that
580people often are able to solve such coordination problems, without being able to
581communicate with each other. Instead, they exploit the fact that within a particular
582way of describing a town, the time or a numerical interval, certain elements “stick
583out”: these elements appear more salient than others under that description, and
584consequently draw the players focus onto themselves. Of course such salience
585varies with the descriptive frame – it is for this reason that Bacharach identifies
586the violation of extensionality as a success condition for coordination on focal
587points:

588Human framing propensities stand behind the well-known ability of people to solve
589coordination problems by exploiting ‘focal points’. Ironically, it is precisely their incom-
590pleteness that we can thank for this. . ..The partiality and instability of frames or ‘conceptual
591boundedness’ disables human agents in certain tasks — in particular, it makes them
592manipulable by framers. However, the sharedness of frames enables them to do well in
593other tasks, and in some cases it is important for this that the shared frame is partial.
594(Bacharach 2001:7–9)

595The first lesson to learn from these arguments is that the rationality of framing
596effects cannot be decided on a logical principle of extensionality. In decision-
597theoretic contexts, it is not relevant whether alternative descriptions are semanti-
598cally equivalent (i.e. whether they have the same truth-value in all possible worlds),
599but rather whether they are informationally equivalent. In the above two cases,
600different frames of decision problems, although semantically equivalent, carried
601different decision-relevant information with them, and therefore it was rational for
602the agents to choose differently under these different frames. Sher and McKenzie
603(2006), for example, separate the issue of informational relevance from that of
604extensionality:

605There is no normative problem with logically equivalent but information non-equivalent
606descriptions leading to different decisions. (Sher and McKenzie 2006:487)

607To the contrary, rational agents should be indifferent between two co-reportive
608propositions if and only if the frames in which their common reference is
609expressed convey exactly the same information about choice-relevant pieces of
610information.
611While this rejects the logical notion of extensionality as a rationality criterion for
612decision making, it leaves open the possibility of invariance, suitably defined with
613respect to irrelevant information, as such a criterion. This possibility depends,
614however, on finding a sufficiently robust delineation of informational relevance.
615This is a formidable problem, which to my knowledge has not been solved as of
616now. Recall Kahneman and Tversky’s characterization, cited above: “two versions
617of a choice problem that are recognized to be equivalent when shown together
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618 should elicit the same preference even when shown separately.” (Kahneman and
619 Tversky 1984:343). Recognized by whom? By the experimenter? By the decision
620 maker herself? And under what conditions? Whether invariance will be a suitable
621 rationality criterion will depend a lot on how these questions are answered. As
622 Bacharach reminds us, this is a metatheoretical question that cannot be answered
623 within a theory of rational decision making:

624 whether there is a violation of [extensionality] (and so of rationality) depends on how we,
625 the theorist, ‘cut up the world’. . .. The criterion [extensionality] can only be applied after
626 resolving a question about what it is rational to care about. (Bacharach 2001:3)

627 Various attempts at answering these questions have been provided, yet none
628 has so far won general acceptance. Sen (1986: Chap. 2) introduced the idea of an
629 isoinformation set containing objects of choice taken to be similar in terms of
630 relevant information and which will be consequently treated in the same way in
631 actual choices and judgements. Similarity in terms of relevant information here
632 is an intersubjectively defined notion, for which it is difficult to give clear
633 criteria. Broome (1991) discusses invariance a matter of classifying outcomes:
634 two outcomes belong to the same class if it is irrational to have different
635 preferences for both. Here the criterion is subjective, as it is conditional on an
636 agent’s subjective preferences. However, it isn’t very useful for the present
637 purposes (which are different from Broome’s), as the invariance criterion,
638 which is supposed to explicate rationality, would itself depend on a notion of
639 rationality.
640 Sher and McKenzie (2006) recently proposed a criterion of informational rele-
641 vance of different formulations as licensing different inferences:

642 When there is no choice-relevant background condition C about whose probability a
643 listener can draw inferences from the speaker’s choice between frames A and B, we say
644 that A and B are “information equivalent”. Otherwise, we say that there has been informa-
645 tion leakage from the speaker’s choice of frame, and that the frames are therefore infor-
646 mation non-equivalent. (Sher and McKenzie 2006:469)

647 Yet while one might use this criterion to ascertain whether in particular situa-
648 tions, a certain formulation was informationally relevant – and Sher and McKenzie
649 indeed employ it in this way for assessing experimental situations – this criterion
650 does not lend itself for a general assessment of informational relevance, as there is
651 no clear specification when an agent is licenced to draw inferences from the
652 speaker’s formulation.
653 To conclude, the currently extant literature shows that the logical notion of
654 extensionality cannot be a necessary rationality criterion for decision-making. A
655 notion of invariance – suitably defined on informational irrelevance – might be, yet
656 no clear delineation of informational irrelevance has as of yet found wide accep-
657 tance. That some framing effects – defined on extensionality or some available
658 notion of invariance – are rational therefore seems a plausible conclusion; yet
659 which specific framing effects are rational and which are not remains shrouded in
660 the ambiguity of the underlying criterion.
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6617 Normative Theories That Model Framing

662Normative decision theories prescribe how a rational decision should be made.
663Most of the standard normative decision theories, as described in the previous
664section, at least implicitly assume a relatively strong invariance requirement.
665Consequently, they preclude framing effects from the set of rational decisions: if
666descriptions of acts, states or outcomes are equivalent (typically understood as
667semantic identity of informational irrelevance) then the differences between these
668descriptions should have no influence on a rational decision. To the extent that
669defenders of such theories accept the existence of framing phenomena at all, they
670therefore propose a distinction between theories of actual behaviour and theories of
671rational decisions.
672In contrast to this, others argue that limited violations of invariance are compat-
673ible with a normatively valid model of bounded rationality. That is, even if most
674people violate invariance some of the time, some of these violations might be less
675problematic than others, allowing for a normatively valid model of core rationality
676requirements. Such theories oppose the distinction between normatively valid and
677descriptively adequate theories of framing. Instead, they propose that one and the
678same theory can describe how people actually choose under framing effects, while
679maintaining that such choices are in fact rational. In this section, I discuss two kinds
680of such theories: first, those that expand standard expected utility approaches to
681include legitimate invariance violations, and second those that choose a reason-
682based account, showing how reasoning processes constitute legitimate violations of
683invariance.
684Standard expected utility theories typically exclude framing effects as irrational.
685Savage (1954) and Anscombe and Aumann (1963), for example, did not explicitly
686distinguish different presentations of the same act, state or outcome. This is why
687they are typically interpreted as assuming extensionality. Savage, however, dis-
688cusses the small world problem: that people do not form one decision problem for
689their whole life at one moment in time, partitioning the world into all relevant
690contingencies then – but rather divide this big world decision into a sequence of
691small world decisions, each of which concerning only a much rougher partitioning
692of the world into states (see Hirsch Hadorn 2016). People should follow the
693principle

694to cross one’s bridges when one come to them [which] means to attack relatively simple
695problems of decision by artificially confining attention to so small a world that the
696[expected utility] principle can be applied here. (Savage 1954:16)

697Because partitioning the future states of the world differently is an important
698form of framing, Savage here acknowledges the potential influence of framing on
699decision making. This conclusion is further supported by the fact that Savage
700explicitly excludes certain kinds of partitions as not suitable for his prescription
701how to make rational decisions. For example, act-dependent state partitions are
702excluded from a proper decision-problem set-up (as e.g. (Jeffrey 1963):8–10, points
703out). Yet by acknowledging the possibility of different partitions, Savage also raises
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704 the possibility that such different partitions influence rational decisions in different
705 ways. Take two different partitions, S and T, where T is a more fine-grained
706 partition than S. If preferences over acts in T satisfy the Savage axioms, there is a
707 probability function defined over states of T and a utility function over outcomes of
708 T. Now can we calculate utilities and probabilities for S from those in T? Savage
709 discusses two methods of doing so, and admits that these methods do not necessar-
710 ily yield the same probability assignments on states in S (Savage 1954:89), for
711 further discussion, see (Shafer 1986):480–484). Thus, although a partition satisfies
712 the Savage axioms, this does not guarantee that the probabilities calculated in this
713 partition do not change when the partitioned is refined (or reduced). This is
714 Savage’s small world problem. Clearly, it is a particularly striking case of framing
715 of contingencies.
716 Savage sought to resolve the small world problem by reference to “the grand
717 world”, i.e. an ultimately detailed refinement. This device, as he admits himself, is
718 somewhat “tongue-in-cheek” (Savage 1954:83): it posits an atomistic view of the
719 world, although no justification is forthcoming. Only by using the grand world as a
720 reference point, and insisting that that probability assignment is correct which is
721 calculated from the grant world, can Savage solve the small world problem.
722 Without it, framing effects remain possible within his theory. To the extent that
723 Savage’s theory is interpreted as a valid normative theory, it follows that these
724 framing effects are rational.
725 In contrast to the partition dependence, Jeffrey’s (1963) decision theory explic-
726 itly seeks a partition-invariance calculation of the expected utility of acts. He
727 conceives of acts, outcomes and states as propositions, and calculates the expected
728 value of acts as the sum of values of outcomes, weighted by the conditional
729 probability of outcomes, given acts. As Joyce (1999:212) shows, this approach
730 allows us to express the utility of any disjunction as a function of the utilities of its
731 disjuncts. Thus, the partition of acts, states or outcomes has no influence on rational
732 decision, and framing, understood in this sense, cannot be rational. Amongst
733 decision theorists, this is commonly seen as an advantage:

734 In Jeffrey’s theory . . . there is guaranteed agreement between grand- and small-world
735 representations of preferences. This guarantee is precisely what Savage could not deliver.
736 The partition invariance of Jeffrey’s theory should thus be seen as one of its main
737 advantages over Savages’ theory. (Joyce 1999:122)

738 Scholars who do not agree with Joyce on the advantages of Jeffrey’s theory have
739 introduced modifications to allow for invariance violations that might be pragmat-
740 ically, if not semantically justified (e.g. Bourgeois-Gironde and Giraud 2009).
741 However, these extensions typically do not themselves provide a criterion to
742 distinguish between admissible and non-admissible invariance violations
743 (as discussed in the previous section).
744 An alternative route of re-introducing framing into the normative framework is
745 to deny that the Jeffrey’s notion of partition invariance can exclude all relevant
746 cases of framing. This would require that there are partitions of the world, which do
747 not stand in the required relationship – one partition is not the disjunct in another
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748partition. Bacharach (2001) seems to hint at such a possibility. On the one hand, he
749wrote, most partitions exhibit this relationship – for example, partitions with respect
750to

751shape, colour and position: we can easily see a mark as a triangle, as a blue triangle, as a
752blue triangle on the left,. . . on the other hand. . . a person can see the marks as letters and as
753geometric shapes, but not at the same time . . . you can’t integrate these two perception.
754(Bacharach 2001:6)

755By integration, Bacharach means that two existing partitions – e.g. F¼{triangle,
756non-triangle} and G¼{blue, not blue} – are combined to a new partition, e.g. H ¼
757F

L
G ¼ {blue triangle, blue non-triangle, non-blue triangle, non-blue

758non-triangle}. But he argues that not all sets of partitions can be thus integrated.
759A simple example, which he mentions in the quotation above, is depicted in
760Fig. 8.1:
761One can either see the three marks as (Greek) letters or alternatively as geomet-
762ric shapes, but one cannot see them as both at the same time. Other examples that
763Bacharach proposes include ambiguous images like Rubin’s vase or the duck/rabbit
764image, as well as seeing outcomes either from an “I” or a “we” perspective
765(Bacharach 2001).
766If not all frames can be integrated, then the question how to choose when the
767tension between such alternative frames cannot be resolved. This is where
768Bacharach’s variable frame theory applies. It suggests that in coordination
769games, players should select strategies by choosing their best reply in each avail-
770able frame. More specifically, there is an exogenous probability measure V(F)
771defined on frames F. V() is common knowledge. A strategy profile (si, s"i) is a
772variable frame equilibrium if, for each frame F, the option expected from playing si
773is subjectively best from the perspective of F against s"i as perceived in F
774(Bacharach 2001:8–9). The optimality judgment for si then depends on the expected
775utility of playing si against s"I in each frame F, weighted by the probability of F, V
776(F). This theory, amongst others, explains why “conceptual boundedness” of
777human agents, to the extent that it results in the sharedness of frames, positively
778contributes to people’s ability to coordinate.
779The above theories show how framing effects can be incorporated into expected-
780utility accounts of rational decision-making. An alternative, reason-based, account
781seeks to identify how reasoning processes rationally influence choice. Let me
782briefly address how extensions of this account lead to rationalization of framing,
783by describing Gold and List’s (2004) path-dependent decision-making. Their
784account starts from the assumption that particular presentations of decision prob-
785lems lead agents to consider relevant background propositions in a particular
786sequence, so that different presentations lead to different consideration sequences
787and hence to different decision paths. Such a model produces framing effects if

Fig. 8.1 An example
of ambiguity AU2
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788 (i) different decision paths produce different choices, and (ii) different decision
789 problem presentations lead to such different-choice producing paths.
790 To give an illustrative example, let’s consider Kahneman and Tversky’s Asian
791 disease problem again (see Sect. 3). The first, “lives saved”, presentation, may
792 induce a decision path starting with factual and normative propositions about
793 saving lives, including normative propositions like “It is not worth taking the risk
794 that no one will be saved” – leading the agent to choose the certain option. In
795 contrast, the second, “lives lost”, presentation, may induce a decision path starting
796 with factual and normative propositions about loosing lives, including normative
797 propositions like “It is unacceptable to consign some people to death with cer-
798 tainty” – leading the agent to choose the uncertain option.
799 In cases like the Asian disease problem, agents have dispositions both to accept
800 propositions like “It is not worth taking the risk that no one will be saved” as well
801 as “It is unacceptable to consign some people to death with certainty”. Yet
802 depending on the decision path taken, only some of these dispositions get
803 actualized and consequently influence decisions. As Gold and List point out,
804 while the propositions that the agent is disposed to accept might be inconsistent
805 (as they are in the Asian disease case), the propositions that the agent accepts on
806 the specific decision path taken are not. Thus agents violating invariance need
807 only suffer from implicit inconsistencies (i.e. inconsistencies regarding proposi-
808 tions that the agent is disposed to accept) while avoiding explicit inconsistencies
809 between actually accepted propositions. Because such reason-based models pro-
810 pose specific reasoning processes, their validity (including their normative valid-
811 ity) will depend on what the actual mental mechanisms are that people make use
812 of when dealing with framed acts, states or contingencies. As I argued in Sect. 4,
813 however, research on mechanisms has been rather neglected with respect to
814 framing.

815 8 Policy Relevance: How Should Decisions Be Framed?

816 The literature on framing discussed in the previous sections has inspired many
817 policy proposals for intervening in human behaviour. Three key influences on
818 policy must be distinguished. First, framing is used to caution policy interventions
819 based on the reductive approach to policy analysis. Framing, as we saw, introduces
820 various kinds of uncertainty into decision-making, including uncertainty about
821 people’s preferences, about the effect of changing the descriptions of a decision
822 problem, and about the rationality or irrationality of observed choices. Conse-
823 quently, considerations of framing might provide support for argumentative
824 methods to deal with uncertainty in policy analysis.
825 Second, framing had been used to justify such interventions. The basic idea here
826 is that the various framing phenomena show people to behave irrationally in a
827 systematic way, and therefore need help from the policymaker. Third, framing has
828 been used as the instrument by which various policies propose to intervene in
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829people’s behaviour. The basic idea here is that framing is an important factor that
830influences behaviour, and that policy interventions can make use of it in order to
831achieve their ends.
832Those who stress the justificatory role of framing generally agree that (i) framing
833phenomena are widespread and (ii) framing effects are results of irrational decision-
834making.

835. . .research by psychologists and economists over the past three decades has raised ques-
836tions about the rationality of many judgments and decisions that individuals make. People
837. . . exhibit preference reversals . . . and make different choices depending on the framing of
838the problem. . .. (Sunstein and Thaler 2003:1168)
839So long as people are not choosing perfectly, it is at least possible that some policy
840could make them better off by improving their decisions.(Sunstein and Thaler 2003:1163)

841That is, framing is a systematic behavioural phenomenon that is accurately
842described by some descriptive theory (discussed in Sect. 5). However, there is a
843normatively valid theory of behaviour, which excludes framing effects
844(as described in Sect. 7). Due to the difference between actual systematic behaviour
845and rationally required behaviour, policy interventions that make actual behaviour
846more rational might be justified (for similar arguments, see Conly 2013; Ariely
8472008; Trout 2005; Camerer et al. 2003).
848More specifically, framing plays an important role in the justification of nudge
849policies (Thaler and Sunstein 2008). Nudges are interventions on the context in
850which people make decisions with the aim of steering people’s behaviour into
851specific directions. Proponents of nudges often argue that people do not have well-
852defined preferences, because they change their preferences in the light of rationally
853irrelevant frame changes. Because people often do not have clear preferences over
854options, welfare assessments should take into account different criteria than their
855preferences. Thus the justification of nudge interventions often supported with
856framing phenomena: people’s preferences are variant under changing descriptions
857of the same choice situations.
858Not everybody agrees with this argument. Critics point out, with arguments
859related to those reviewed in Sect. 6, that framing phenomena need not be irrational,
860and that the irrationality judgment is often based on an overtly narrow consistency
861criterion (Berg 2014; Berg and Gigerenzer 2010). Other concerns, in line with those
862discussed in Sect. 3, might question the prevalence of framing phenomena and
863consequently the need for interventions. Finally, some critics wonder whether
864framing effects really justify interventions on behaviour, and suggest instead that
865education can prepare people to deal with frames better on their own (Gigerenzer
8662015).
867This debate about whether framing justifies policy interventions is quite separate
868from the ways that framing has been proposed as a tool for policy interventions.
869One can well imagine that even if the justificatory project failed (but some other
870justification of policy interventions succeeded), that such policies might still
871employ framing as a means of influencing people’s choices, if framing should
872prove to be an effective means for that purpose.
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873 Three such instrumental uses of framing can be distinguished. First, policy
874 interventions might exploit the effect of framing in order to make people choose
875 an option the policy maker deems optimal.

876 A physician, and perhaps a presidential advisor as well, could influence the decision made
877 by the patient or by the President, without distorting or suppressing information, merely by
878 the framing of outcomes and contingencies. Formulation effects can occur fortuitously,
879 without anyone being aware of the impact of the frame on the ultimate decision. They can
880 also be exploited deliberately to manipulate the relative attractiveness of options. (Kahne-
881 man and Tversky 1984:346)

882 Such exploitations of framing effects have been proposed, amongst others, by
883 the Nudge program (Thaler and Sunstein 2008). Examples of nudging with frames
884 include suggestions to apply lessons from the Asian disease case to the descrip-
885 tions of medical treatment alternatives, so that patients are more likely to choose
886 that option that the policymaker considers superior (Thaler and Sunstein
887 2008:36–37). Another example is recent proposal by Slovic and Västfjäll (2013)
888 how to increase charitable giving through framing. Slovic and Västfjäll diagnose a
889 systematic “insensitivity to mass tragedy” (94) in people’s behaviour: when faced
890 with suffering of large groups of victims, for example from genocide or natural
891 disasters, people feel comparatively less compassion and give less aid than when
892 confronted with individual victims. They propose a psychophysical model of
893 psychic numbing that describes an inverse relationship between an affective
894 valuation of saving a life and the number of lives at risk. They also argue that
895 this affective valuation is the basis for most intuitive moral judgments about how
896 much effort or how many resources to devote to saving lives. Consequently, they
897 propose corrective interventions on these moral intuitions through framing the
898 plight of many as a many plights of different individuals, each of who deserves
899 compassion and support. Framing, as these two examples show, has become an
900 important argument for nudge policies, as well as one of their chief policy
901 intervention tools.
902 Note that these interventions might be motivated very differently. One possibil-
903 ity is that people go against their own preferences and do not choose what they
904 judge best (perhaps even due to existing framing effects). In this case, (re-)framing
905 as policy intervention is motivated by the goal to get people to choose what they
906 really want. Another possibility is that people act according to their own prefer-
907 ences, but that the policymaker would prefer if they chose differently. In that case,
908 (re-)framing is motivated to make people choose against their own wishes.
909 This ambiguity in the use of framing as an instrument of influence is present
910 even in the everyday notion of framing. In colloquial English, the notion of framing
911 has two rather disparate meaning. On the one hand, framing means “the action,
912 method, or process of constructing, making, or fashioning something”, or the result
913 of this activity or process (OED). On the other hand, framing can also mean “the
914 action or process of fabricating a charge or accusation against a person; an instance
915 of this” (OED). The crucial difference here is that between a construction
916 simpliciter and a construction with deceptive intention. It is therefore difficult to
917 say something general about the moral evaluation of framing policies, but it is
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918obvious that at least some uses of framing in this way are not compatible with
919liberal values (Grüne-Yanoff 2012).
920Another use of our knowledge of framing effects as a policy tool is to design
921choice environments in such a way that framing effects are neutralized or elimi-
922nated whenever possible. This requires the idea that some frames exert less strong
923influences on reasoning and decision than others – i.e. that there is a canonical
924frame. Kahneman and Tversky suggest something along these lines, when they
925recommend to

926adopt a procedure that will transform equivalent versions of any problem into the same
927canonical representation. This is the rationale for the standard admonition to students of
928business, that they should consider each decision problem in terms of total assets rather than
929in terms of gains or losses ( AU3Schlaifer 1959). Such a representation would avoid the
930violations of invariance illustrated in the previous problems, but the advice is easier to
931give than to follow. (Kahneman and Tversky 1984:344)

932One possible basis for such a neutrality argument is the hypothesis that human
933cognition is well adapted to certain kinds of representations, but not to others. With
934respect to statistical inference, for example, some have argued that our cognitive
935algorithms are not adapted to probabilities or percentages, as these concepts and
936tools have been developed only rather recently. Consequently, policies should aim
937to design inference or choice tasks with representations that people are most
938adapted to. In the case of statistical inference, Gigerenzer and Hoffrage (1995)
939and Hoffrage et al. (2000) showed that statistics expressed as natural frequencies
940improve the statistical reasoning of experts and non-experts alike.2 For example,
941advanced medical students asked to solve medical diagnostic tasks performed much
942better when the statistics were presented as natural frequencies than as probabilities.
943Similar results have been reported for medical doctors (in a range of specialties),
944HIV counsellors, lawyers, and law students (Anderson et al. 2012; Akl et al. 2011;
945Lindsey et al. 2003; Hoffrage et al. 2000).
946Bacharach seems to consider a similar idea when he suggests that many frames
947might be integrable: by providing a finer partition, two seemingly conflicting
948perspectives on the world can be combined in a more detail-rich frame. However,
949it remains unclear why this frame should be considered more ‘neutral’ than either of
950the original ones. What remains true is that “one does not just see, but one sees as”
951(Bacharach 2001:1); hence the neutral frame might remain a chimera.
952A third use of our knowledge of framing effects as a policy tool – particularly if
953the first one is ethically questionable and the second one unachievable – is to elicit
954reflection through reframing. That is, the policy maker might present decision
955makers who are prone to framing effects with relevant information in different
956formats at the same time. In effect, this seeks to test the robustness of preferences by

2Natural frequencies refer to the outcomes of natural sampling—that is, the acquisition of
information by updating event frequencies without artificially fixing the marginal frequencies.
Unlike probabilities and relative frequencies, natural frequencies are raw observations that have
not been normalized with respect to the base rates of the event in question.
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957 deliberate attempts to frame a decision problem in more than one way (cf. Fischhoff
958 et al. 1980). Such an approach instead of nudging or neutralising, seeks to boost
959 people’s abilities to deal with informationally and representationally challenging
960 situations (Grüne-Yanoff and Hertwig 2015). The boost approach aims to enhance
961 people’s ability to understand and see through confusing and misleading represen-
962 tations by making those representations less manipulative and opaque, rendering
963 them less computationally demanding (Gigerenzer and Hoffrage 1995), and making
964 them semantically and pragmatically less ambiguous (Hertwig and Gigerenzer
965 1999). From the boost perspective, difficulties understanding statistical information
966 are seen not as an incorrigible mental deficiency of, say, doctors or patients, but as
967 largely attributable to poor or intentionally misleading information. Moreover, the
968 goal is not to push people toward a particular goal (e.g., to seek or not seek a
969 particular treatment), but to help everybody (e.g., doctors and patients) to under-
970 stand statistical information as the first critical step toward figuring out one’s
971 preference.

972 9 Conclusion

973 Framing is an important set of phenomena that challenges the standard theories of
974 rational decision making and the notions of rationality they propose. Because
975 framing seemingly drives a wedge between actual behaviour and normative stan-
976 dards imposed on behaviour, it has been used as a justification for policies inter-
977 vening in behaviour. Nevertheless, many questions remain. From the survey of
978 experimental elicitation, it isn’t obvious how unified the notion of framing is, nor is
979 it obvious that it is as prevalent as sometimes claimed. From the survey of
980 mechanistic models and descriptive theories it appears that many questions when
981 and how framing effects behaviour are not fully settled. Furthermore, there is
982 considerable controversy to what extent the sensitivity of decisions to framing is
983 irrational. Finally, consideration of framing might provide support for argumenta-
984 tive methods in policy analysis. All these questions have import on whether policies
985 intervening on framing are justifiable, as well as whether framing is an effective and
986 morally permissible tool of policy making.
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